
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Five millions of acres _________________ at private sale, for a dollar an
acre, in certificates; and at the public sales, some of them had sold as high as
two dollars and forty cents the acre.

1.

(sell)

have been sold

Indeed, the rivers of the Amazon valley ____________________ into
white, blue, and black.
2.

(class)
have been classed

The purposes of the United States in this war are known to the whole
world, to every people to whom the truth _____________________ to come.
3.

(permit)
has been permitted

I only say that we _________________________ in our extravagant
expectations of what this education could do for a race undeveloped, and so
wanting in certain elements of character, and that the millions of money
devoted to it might have been much better applied.

4.

(disappoint)

have been disappointed

The text of the passage as a whole _________________________ by
modern editors.
5.

(reconstruct)
has been reconstructed

Many a fine flow of thought ___________________, perhaps arrested, by
the ill behavior of a goose-quill.
6.

(check)
has been checked

On the contrary, by your good humour and attention, your willing
submission to privations, and your affectionate conduct towards me, my wife,
and each other, you have not allowed us to feel the change of position to
which we ____________________.

7.

(reduce)have been reduced

Minor typographical errors and irregularities ______________________.8.
(correct)

have been corrected

Yes, the music ____________________, lovingly, from the storehouse of a
rich and fertile imagination wherein learning has squeezed every idea to
extract the very essence of music.

9.

(select)

has been selected

But it _________________ too much for granted, that by this rigorous
construction the treaty power would be reduced to nothing.
10.

(take)
has been taken
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To protect the fish from this motley floating population many wise laws
___________________, and there is a fish patrol to see that these laws are
enforced.

11.

(pass)
have been passed

Also the footnotes __________________ to the end of the chapter in
which they are referred.
12.

(move)
have been moved

Not the first year, nor the second, after the ground
_____________________, does the purpose of the husbandman appear.
13.

(break up)
has been broken up

Later, she attracted the attention of Bonaparte, and soon accompanied
him to Paris, anxious, it ________________, to play the rôle of Cleopatra to
this modern Caesar.

14.

(say)
has been said

Persons __________________ to remove from the place, after a short
residence in it, because they were haunted day and night by the thought of
this awful green wall, piled up into the air over their heads.

15.

(know)

have been known

You _____________________ to me by a friend of mine of your good
attention and benevolences.
16.

(report)
have been reported

Homes _________________; jobs shed; businesses shuttered.17. (lose)have been lost

This affair __________________ in the London papers, without mixing
with it one circumstance of truth.
18.

(state)
has been stated

No improvement ________________ in the principle and scarcely any in
the practice till the American revolution began.
19.

(make)
has been made

Some fragments ______________________________________, by his
adversary, the vehement Cyril of Alexandria; and they exhibit a very singular
mixture of wit and learning, of sophistry and fanaticism.

20.

(transcribe/and/preserve)

have been transcribed and preserved
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